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Employers are not only challenged with ACA IRS reporting, but also an additional layer of complexity with state 
employer reporting. Employers can meet both IRS and state reporting needs efficiently, leveraging data and a 
single approval process to meet IRS, California, New Jersey, Rhode Island and Washington DC requirements at 
once. With one clear process, employers know what states, formats and deadlines are required each 
year regardless of the different deadlines, formats and data required. ADP can assist 
you with both your state reporting and IRS requirement proactively, seamlessly and 
efficiently throughout the year.

ADP SmartCompliance® Health Compliance: 
State Employer Reporting

[State employer reporting] is done for us so we do not have to worry about 
tracking and remembering when and what to report. Integration is also a 
huge help so we do not have to manually enter or move data from benefits 
to Health Compliance.

Audrey Stepp, Senior Director, HR Operations, Mercy Housing

My year end reporting has never been smoother than it has been 
after switching [to ADP Health Compliance]. They took care 
of everything for me and all I had to do was confirm that the 
information looked correct and click approve. They mailed all of my 
forms for me which saved countless hours.

Kailey Jones, Benefits Administrator, Yoke’s Foods

ADP Health Compliance helps with 
our state reporting responsibilities. 
They keep us on track with 
everything compliance related.

Melissa Simon, Benefits Manager, 
Amerit Fleet Solutions

State reporting by ADP has really handled the job for me. It would be difficult to keep track of all the state requirements, 
but ADP has handled that perfectly.

Kim Rumbaugh, Corporate HR Manager, Alamo Group
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